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PowerPoint Task 

With your partner, create a PowerPoint presentation about human teeth. Make a slide for each of the 
bullet points below (you have already made the first one). The writing on each slide should be in your 
own words. Use information you have gathered over the previous sessions.   

1. Title page
2. Our teeth – include the scientific names of the different types of teeth we have with an

explanation about what their job is
3. How do they compare? – look at the teeth of other animals and point out some differences. Try

to include the terms carnivore, herbivore and omnivore.
4. Healthy teeth – explain what we should all do to keep our teeth healthy. Look back at your 

work from the other sessions to remind you.
5. Why are teeth important? – describe the digestive system and that each part of the journey has

an important job to do, and what that job is.

Your PowerPoint should include: 

• images
• text boxes
• headings
• different slide designs
• different slide transitions
• different text box and image transitions
• notes for each page that can be used when presenting the information

Here are some PowerPoint design tips for you to think about. 

• Don’t overuse effects or overcrowd slides.
• Think carefully before using animations, sound and video. It’s best to use those effects

sparingly—they’ll have more impact.
• Bring points onto the slide one at a time - this approach gives better control and pace.
• Picture what your audience will be seeing and hearing.
• Spend more time on content than on design issues. You can be creative but don’t be silly.
• Make sure that your slides are readable. Use large fonts. If you can’t fit all your points on a slide

without moving to a smaller font, break the points up onto separate slides.
• Use no more than 2 typefaces in your presentation.
• Use Bold, Italics, or Colour for emphasis.

Put a tick next to a point 
when you include it then 

you’ll know what you 
haven’t done yet. 


